
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Looking for a good book?  This list was 
created by the North Shore Library’s Youth 
Services Department.  The books on this list 
come highly recommended by librarians, 
teachers, parents, and children! 

 

Having trouble finding a book? Want to 
request a book from another library? Need 
help researching a school project?  Ask a 
Youth Services Librarian for help! 

 

The Youth Services Department offers 
activities and classes for children birth 
through high school.  Stop in the Children’s 
Room or visit our website for more 
information! 

  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact Us 
Phone: 414.351.3461 
Email: Northshorelibrary.childrens@mcfls.org 
Web: http://www.mcfls.org/northshorelibrary/ 
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The Wrath and the Dawn by Renee Ahdieh 
YA AHDIEH 
In this reimagining of The Arabian Nights, Shahrzad 
plans to avenge the death of her dearest friend by 
volunteering to marry the murderous boy-king of 
Khorasan but discovers not all is as it seems within the 
palace. Grades 8-12 
 
The Wrap Up List by Steve Arntson 
YA ARNTSON 
When sixteen-year old Gabriela's death is foretold by a 
letter, she must complete her 'wrap-up list' before 
she's forced to say goodbye. Grades 8-12 
 
The Compound  by S.A. Bodeen 
YA BODEEN 
After his parents, two sisters, and he have spent six 
years in a vast underground compound built by his 
wealthy father to protect them from a nuclear 
holocaust, fifteen-year-old Eli, whose twin brother and 
grandmother were left behind, discovers that his father 
has perpetrated a monstrous hoax on them all. Grades 
8-12 

 
City of Bones by Cassandra Clare 
YA CLARE 
Suddenly able to see demons and the Darkhunters who 
are dedicated to returning them to their own 
dimension, fifteen-year-old Clary Fray is drawn into 
this bizarre world when her mother disappears and 
Clary herself is almost killed by a monster. Grade 8-12 
 
The Wonder of Us by Kim Culbertson 
YA CULBERTSON 
Riya and Abby were best friends in their small 
California town, but Riya and her family moved to 
Berlin for Riya's junior year and it was hard to stay in 
touch; so now that the year has passed, Riya purposes 
that they take a two week Grand Tour and travel 
around Europe to reconnect--but the trouble is that 
they have both been hiding secrets, and those secrets 
threaten to push them apart forever. Grade 8-12 

 
The Lonely Hearts Club by Elizabeth Eulberg 
YA EULBERG 
Fed up with boys and the way they have treated her 
and her friends, high school junior Penny Lane – 
named after the Beatles song – forms a club whose 
members vow to stop dating, but the repercussions are 
surprising. Grade 8-12 
 

  I Believe in a Thing Called Love  by Maurene Goo 
YA GOO 
A disaster in romance, high school senior Desi Lee 
decides to tackle her flirting failures by watching 
Korean television dramas, where the hapless heroine 
always seems to end up in the arms of her true love by 
episode ten. It’s a simple formula, and Desi is a quick 
study. She goes after moody artist Luca Drakos – 
utilizing boat rescues, love triangles, and staged car 
crashes.   Grade 8-12 
 
Splintered  by A.G. Howard 
YA HOWARD 
A descendant of the inspiration for Alice’s Adventures in 
Wonderland, sixteen-year-old Alyssa Gardner fears she 
is mentally ill like her mother until she finds that 
Wonderland is real and, if she passes a series of tests to 
fix Alice’s mistakes, she may save her family from their 
curse. Grade 8-12 
 
Dumplin’  by Julie Murphy 
YA MURPHY 
Sixteen-year-old Willowdean wants to prove to 
everyone in her small Texas town that she is more than 
just a fat girl, so, while grappling with her feelings for a 
co-worker who is clearly attracted to her, Will and some 
other misfits prepare to compete in the beauty pageant 
her mother runs. Grade 8-12 
 
I’ll Give You the Sun  by Jandy Nelson 
YA NELSON 
A story of first love, family, loss, and betrayal told from 
different points in time, and in separate voices, by 
artists Jude and her twin brother Noah. Grade 8-12 
 
The Knife of Never Letting Go  by Patrick Ness 
YA NESS 
Pursued by power-hungry Prentiss and mad minister 
Aaron, young Todd and Viola set out across New World 
searching for answers about his colony’s true past and 
seeking a way to warn the ship bringing hopeful settlers 
from Old World. Grade 8-12 
 
Before I Fall  by Lauren Oliver 
YA OLIVER 
After she dies in a car crash, teenage Samantha relives 
the day of her death over and over again until, on the 
seventh day, she finally discovers a way to save herself. 
Grades 8-12 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  Dorothy Must Die by Danielle Paige 
YA PAIGE 
Amy Gumm, the other girl from Kansas, has been 
recruited by the Revolutionary Order of the Wicked to 
stop Dorothy who has found a way to come back to OZ, 
seizing a power that has gone to her head—so now no 
one is safe! Grades 8-12 
 
Wild Magic by Tamora Pierce 
YApb PIERCE 
The mage Numair, the knight Alanna, and Queen Thayet 
enlist 13 yr old Daine's help to battle the dreadful 
immortal creatures that have recently begun to attack 
the kingdom of Tortall.  Grades 8-12 
 
The Grimm Legacy by Polly Shulman 
YApb SHULMAN 
NYC high school student Elizabeth gets an after-school 
job as a page at the "New-York Circulating Material 
Repository," and when she gains coveted access to its 
Grimm Collection of magical objects, she and the other 
pages are drawn into a series of frightening adventures 
with mythical creatures and stolen goods. Grades 8-12 
 
This is What Happy Looks Like  by Jennifer E. Smith 
YA SMITH 
Strangers Graham and Ellie meet online when Graham 
accidentally sends Ellie an e-mail about his pet pig. The 
two teens strike up an e-mail relationship from opposite 
sides of the country and don't even know each other's 
names. What's more, Ellie doesn't know Graham is an 
actor, and Graham doesn't know about the secret in 
Ellie's family tree. When everything goes from online to 
in-person, they find out whether the relationship can be 
the real thing. Grade 8-12 
 
An Ember in the Ashes  by Sabaa Tahir 
YA TAHIR 
Laia is a Scholar living under the iron-fisted rule of the 
Martial Empire. When her brother is arrested for 
treason, Laia goes undercover as a slave at the empire’s 
greatest military academy in exchange for assistance 
from rebel Scholars who claim that they will help to 
save her brother from execution. Grade 8-12 
 
Strange the Dreamer  by Laini Taylor 
YA TAYLOR 
In the aftermath of a war between gods and men, a hero, 
a librarian, and a girl must battle the fantastical 
elements of a mysterious city stripped of its name. 
Grade 8-12 
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